
Assembly Instruction
Lift Chair
Your recliner comes packaged in one box.
Carefully remove all of the components from 
the packing and set side for assembly. 

DO NOT  use any sharp objects
to open plastic wrapped components

 as damage to product or    
components may results. 

CAUTION:

Package Contents
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F . POWER CORD G. MASSAGE REMOTEE.PLUG

A. BACK B. SEAT

D. TRANSFORMER

C.2*ARMREST

H. 2*ANTI-FALL BRACKETS
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C C
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STEP3

MUST BE ASSEMBLED

H

Backrest Cushion

Power cord（F）

①

②
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No.1 and No.2 wire connect with the backrest and chair base. 
No.3 wire connects with backrest and power cord(F). 

NOTE : Two same color wires connect.

④

No.4 wire connects with backrest and armrest.. 
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Remote Operation Instruction

Warnings
1.Q: Missing parts when received.

We will send replacement to you asap.

2.Q: Some parts damaged when arrived.

A: Please send clear photos about damaged part to us as attachment, we will check
     and offer you best solution soon.

3. Q: The chair is stuck on lifting or reclining position, and no response when you press the
         lifting or reclining button.

 A: Please kindly check if the transformer (D) and control panel are connected well with lift 
        motor. Sometimes the transformer(D) and control panel may fall off from the motor. 

If they connect well, then check the lift motor if it has some anomaly, like some noise
 comes out when and control panel may fall off from the motor is defective, please contact
 us for replacement.  

A:Please kindly send us messages to let us know the name of missing part regarding to the first page
      of instructions. 
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How to recline?

How to get footrest latch down and stand?

Press

Press

Control botton

Control botton



Assembly Instruction

Disconnect  seating and back
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Assembly Instruction

make
enough space
for reclining back

15 inches
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Different Positions
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